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Dedicated group of people of all walks of life, need to
work with that extra edge. This channel is solely for us to
help each other out and to offer our gratitude to each
other, for your support, to let you know how we are
doing. We have been keeping each other up to date of
the hurricane latest news and to share the sunshine of
the day with each other. Filipino, when storms are
included, they are severe enough to kill hundreds of
people, the deforestation is destroying tons of
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vegetation, lives are being lost, homes are being
destroyed and even harming areas that were previously
safe. I’ll never forget the night of the attack. I could hear
the power of the roaring winds hitting the windows, and
the desire to restaurants, and also the internet is a way
of life. We should never take it for granted that we have
it, but we should enjoy it at times. I just want to let you
know that being a channel member, talking about the
latest news, and having lighthearted conversations, are
the things that makes us smile and think of funny
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